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Junior Sophister      Course Advisor: Prof E Jimenez-Mateos  jimeneze@tcd.ie  
 
Neuroscience is a discipline that is devoted to the scientific study of the nervous system and 
is at the interface between biology and psychology. It includes study of the nature and 
functioning of the nervous system at all levels, from the molecules that make up individual 
nerve cells, to the complexities of how behaviour, thoughts and emotions are produced. 
Neuroscience is unique in that it makes use of a variety of methods and investigations from 
a wide range of traditional disciplines. Understanding the functioning of the nervous system 
requires an integrated knowledge of anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, molecular biology, 
pharmacology, and psychology. Consequently, although the degree is housed within the 
School of biochemistry and Immunology, the Sophister Neuroscience program is comprised 
of courses from all of these disciplines and is the only degree in Trinity to be taught by 
lecturers from all three faculties. 
 
In the Junior Sophister year, our aim is to lay a solid foundation in the various disciplines 
that make up Neuroscience but will also begin to really delve into the integration of circuits 
in the brain and to examine how the brain generates behaviour. In addition, the Junior 
Sophister year will give you experience in data handling, biostatistics, experimental design, 
computing, written and oral communication skills, and interpretation and critical analysis of 
scientific research papers. We regard the ‘open modules’ in Cell Physiology and 
Pharmacology, in Biochemistry for Biosciences and in Human Neuropsychology as essential 
underpinning for the core Neuroscience curriculum and these 3 are strongly recommended. 
Thus, you will be well prepared for the Senior Sophister year. It is also important to 
remember that your Junior Sophister marks contribute 30% to your final degree.  The 
senior sophister year will take you deeper into some of the areas you explored in the junior 
sophister year, but also will take on new areas like glial biology, neuroimmunology and 
neurodegenerative & neuropsychiatric conditions as well as undertaking a major capstone 
project in one of the many research labs that make up the neuroscience community in 
Trinity.  
 
For all international visiting student queries please email Prof E Jimenez-Mateos at 
jimeneze@tcd.ie or Prof C Cunningham at colm.cunningham@tcd.ie 
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Module Structure  
Neuroscience 

Semester 1 (S1) Semester 2 (S2) 

Core Modules 
BIU33455 Research Skills (5 credits) ANU33001 Neuroanatomy (5 credits) 

BIU33465 Integrative Neuroscience  
(5 credits) 
 

BIU33445 Neurochemistry I (5 credits) 

GEU33004 Genetic analysis of Nervous 
System (5 credits) 

NSU33PH1 General Principles of 
Pharmacology (5 credits) 
 

Neurophysiology I (5 credits) 

BIU33495 Nucleic Acids & Molecular Biology 
Techniques 
(5 credits) 

Open Modules Scenario I 
PGU33905 Cell Physiology and 
Pharmacology (5 credits) Human Neuropsychology* (5 credits) 

PSU34580 Preclinical and Clinical Models of 
Neuropsychiatric and Neurological Disorders 

BIU33150  Biochemistry for Biosciences 
(5 credits) 
Trinity Elective (5 credits) 

Open Modules Scenario II 
PGU33905 Cell Physiology and 
Pharmacology (5 credits) 

Trinity Elective (5 credits) BIU33150 Biochemistry for Biosciences (5 
credits) 
GEU33045 Genomics and Systems 
Biology  (5 credits) 

Open Modules Scenario III 
PGU33905 Cell Physiology and 
Pharmacology (5 credits) 

Trinity Elective (5 credits) BIU33150 Biochemistry for Biosciences (5 
credits) 
Trinity Elective (5 credits) 

* The human neuropsychology module is subject to change on a yearly basis but will 
always run in the second semester 
 

 

 



BIU33455 Research Skills (S1)  5 credits 
Prof E Jimenez-Mateos  
This module uses a ‘journal club’ format and is designed to provide students with an 
opportunity to read individual scientific articles and to develop the necessary skills to 
critically evaluate them. This will encourage a focus on methodological approaches, 
statistical analyses and interpretation of data. Through this module, students will gain 
confidence in reading and evaluating scientific articles. 
 
BIU33465 Integrative Neuroscience (S1)                                                                             5 credits  
Prof T Ryan  
The intention of this course is firstly to provide students with a firm grounding in the sub-
fields of neuroscience that are conventionally referred to as systems neuroscience, cognitive 
neuroscience, and behavioural neuroscience; and secondly to introduce students to 
integrative frameworks for synthesizing existing neuroscience literature from different fields 
and to help orientate students to hypothesis driven and explanatory research. Students will 
learn how to approach any brain function (e.g. learning and memory) from a functional and 
evolutionary standpoint and will apply heuristic conceptual and computational approaches 
for developing frameworks within which hypotheses can be developed. They will learn how 
such hypotheses can be tested through multi-disciplinary research projects that combine 
behavioural, cognitive, physiological, and molecular investigations of brain function using 
cutting edge experimental methods.  They will learn how to assess the validity and quality of 
such research with the utmost scepticism. They will learn how outcomes of progressive 
experimental investigations can develop and refine theories that aim to explain the brain 
and behaviour. This Junior Sophister module is designed to be comprehensive, in order to 
provide all students with a firm and holistic platform that can be applied to students’ 
interpretation of other courses and/or of their own independent reading and research.  
 
NSU33PH1 General Principles of Pharmacology (S1)     5 credits 
Prof A Harkin  
Targets of drug action; receptor pharmacology and cell signalling; pharmacodynamics (drug 
action, agonism and antagonism; specificity and side-effects); Dose-response; basic 
pharmacokinetics (drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion); general ANS 
pharmacology - sympathetic and para-sympathetic nervous transmission; cholinergic drugs, 
anticholinesterases; direct and indirect acting sympathomimetics; non-adrenergic and non-
cholinergic transmitters; neuromuscular transmission and neuromuscular blocking agents; 
central neurotransmission and the biochemical basis of neuropharmacology;  excitatory and 
inhibitory transmitters; neuromodulatory transmitters: biogenic amines and acetylcholine; 
application of basic principles in selected examples of drug use;  overview of drug 
development and testing. Practical classes include: 1. Drug targets and receptor 
transduction - computer simulated programme with assignment, 2. Introduction/Dose 
response Guinea Pig Ileum: agonists - computer simulated experiments and data analysis, 3. 
Water Maze (CAL), 4. PA2 Guinea Pig Ileum: antagonists - computer simulated experiments 
and data analysis, 5. Basic Pharmacokinetics (CAL), 6. Drug development and testing – 
clinical trials; computer simulated programme with assignment. 



Neurophysiology I (S2)         5 credits 
Prof E Jimenez-Mateos   
The lectures in this module focus on how the nervous system works. Lectures will describe 
the structure and function of neurons, how they communicate and how they are arranged 
to form the nervous system. Topics include electrical properties of neurons, properties and 
physiological functions of ion channels, synaptic excitability, transmission and plasticity and 
the delivery and interpretation of sensory information into the central nervous system. Part 
of the course is also devoted to describing methods to record both cellular and brain 
activity. Practical classes focus on computer-simulated recordings of individual nerves to 
understand features of neuronal activity, recording brain function via electroencephalogram 
and sensory-evoked potentials. This module is designed to provide understanding of how 
the brain functions at a cellular and systems level. 
 
ANU33001 Neuroanatomy (S2)        5 credits 
Prof E. Jimemez-Mateos 
On successful completion of this module the student should be able to:  

• recognise and describe the major subdivisions of the central nervous system (CNS). 
• describe the ventricular system and the production, circulation, absorption and 

function of the cerebrospinal fluid. 
• name the major vessels visible and outline the blood supply of the CNS. 
• identify CNS structures associated with major sensory and motor systems, their 

connections, and outline their pathways outside the CNS. 
• locate and describe CNS regions associated with language and their connections. 
• name and classify the cranial nerves and list their major connections. 
• apply anatomical knowledge to explain the normal function of CNS regions in 

activities of daily life. 
• use anatomical knowledge to explain the pathogenesis and natural history of 

common clinical disorders of the CNS. 
• list the cortical nuclei associated with the limbic system and their function where 

known. 
 

BIU33495 Nucleic Acids & Molecular Biology Techniques (S2)    5 credits 
Prof Daniela Zisterer  
This module covers the structure and function of nucleic acids in a eukaryotic context.  The 
basis of gene transcriptional regulation and mRNA translation are described at a mechanistic 
and structural level in addition to the processes involved in transcriptional regulation and 
DNA replication and repair. The module includes several practicals, including preparation 
and use of buffers and spectrophotometric assays.  There will then be a molecular biology 
‘project’ in which students will learn aseptic technique, perform antibiotic screens of E. coli 
cells, restriction digests on plasmid DNA and use of agarose gel electrophoresis.  



BIU33445 Neurochemistry I (S2)        5 credits 
Profs G Davey & D Loane (12 Lectures; 4 Practicals) 
This module focuses on chemical transmission between neurons, how neurotransmitters are 
classified and identified and describes typical and atypical neurotransmitters and their 
functions in the brain. Individual lectures will discuss cell types in the brain and their 
functions, neurotransmitter types and the criteria they must satisfy to be regarded as 
neurotransmitters and the techniques used for studying neurotransmission. Specifically, 
acetylcholine release & exocytosis will be discussed, followed by a treatment of biogenic 
amines, glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmitter systems and atypical neuro-
transmitters. This will be followed by a discussion of brain lipilds, gangliosides and lipid 
mediators, intracellular trafficking and signalling before finishing on neurodegenerative and 
metabolic disorders of the brain. Practical classes will be devoted to the following topics: 
subcellular fractionation of brain tissue, assessment of protein expression in brain tissue, 
assessment of enzyme markers, measurement of neurotransmitters, analysis of brain lipids, 
neurotransmitter receptor binding. 
 
GEU33004 Genetic Analysis of Nervous System (S2)     5 credits 
Profs P Labrador and M Ramaswami (24 Lectures) 
Experimental Genetics: manipulating genes in organisms to address problems in biology. 
Experimental Genetics 

1. Structure and conservation of genes, nature of mutations and their effects on 
protein structure and function. 

2. Model organisms in genetic research  
3. Experimental manipulation of animal genomes.  
4. Creation and use of transgenic animals to probe gene function in vivo. 

Developmental Neurogenetics 
1. The purpose and design of genetic screens.  
2. Genetic analysis of neurogenesis. 
3. Genetic analysis of axon guidance 

Behavioural Genetics:   
1. Cell organization and methods of cell biology. 
2. Cell biology of neurons and synapses (structures, electrical properties, synaptic 

transmission and molecular determinants thereof). 
3. Creation and use of molecular reporters of specific gene or cell activity. Methods to 

study nervous systems (behaviour, imaging, electrophysiology, anatomy)   
4. Sensory circuits.  (vision; taste and smell) Sensation; Transduction; Perception; 

Coding; Behaviour. 
5. Behavioural Plasticity (learning and memory). 
6. Sleep and Circadian Rhythms. 



Open Modules 
 
PGU33905 Cell Physiology and Pharmacology. Credit Value (S1)    5 credits 
Profs T Boto & M-V Guillot Sestier 
The lectures in this module focus on (i) membrane structure, proteins and properties; (ii) 
receptors and neurotransmitters, (iii) the principles of drug action, drug development and 
drug targets.  The module is designed to consider the structure of the membrane, the 
changes that occur in the membrane under different biological circumstances using age as 
an example, and role of membrane proteins.  Cell functions, for example, the control of 
intracellular calcium by cells and transmitter release will be considered in the context of 
the membrane proteins that impact on these functions.  There is a problem-based learning 
element to this course that will be a team-based exercise.  An overall theme will be chosen 
and groups of 3 or 4 students will be assigned specific aspects of the theme.  The objective 
is to undertake research on the theme and prepare a presentation that is cohesive across 
the topic.  Each team member will contribute to the presentation. 
 
BIU33150 Biochemistry for Biosciences (S1)      5 credits  
Profs A Kahn, K Mok, M Caffery, P Voorheis, D Nolan and A Dunne. 
This module follows on from the biochemistry/cell biology component of the “Molecules to 
Cells” BIU22201 module of year 2. The aim is to provide Junior Sophister students of other 
disciplines with the grounding in biochemistry necessary to (i) understand biology at a 
molecular level, (ii) form a mechanistic view of biological processes and (iii) appreciate the 
pathobiochemical basis of disease.  The topics covered will include: the biochemistry of 
protein structure, enzymes and their role in metabolism, membranes and transport, 
signalling and the cytoskeleton and related cell biology. The module will be assessed 
through a combination of in course assessment and an individual end of term exam. 



PSU34580 Preclinical & clinical models of neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders (S2) 
5 credits 
Prof. Shane O’Mara 
Neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders are widespread and disabling conditions in 
society, compromising individual quality of life, and diminishing productive potential while 
placing a great strain on health-care systems and caregivers. This course examines a 
number of these disorders and places a particular focus on the translation of basic 
neuroscience to clinical disorders, and vice versa. This module provides students with an 
understanding of neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders, particularly in terms of their 
interrelatedness with neurocognitive function and their modelling by preclinical animal 
models. A particular focus will be on current and developing neurotherapeutic strategies 
(from molecular to behavioural to assistive/invasive technology approaches). Advances in 
technologies to model, probe and support nervous system function will be a key feature 
too, whether from a behavioural, pharmacological and/or neural prosthetic perspective. 
 
1. Basics: Neural Plasticity, Imaging, Preclinical & Clinical Models; Translational 
Neuroscience 
2. Brain Ageing and Alzheimer's Disease 
3. Amnestic Disorders (organic disorders of memory; disconnection syndromes) 
4. Parkinson’s Disease and Brain Stimulation 
5. Affective Disorders: Depression, Stress, Fear and Anxiety 
6. Addiction 
7. Control of Appetite: Anorexia and Obesity 

  
 
GEU33045 Genomics and Systems Biology (S1)      5 credits 
Profs F Wellmer, K Hun Mok, A Bracken, R McLaughlin, C Kröger 
This module will introduce students to core concepts of genomics and systems biology. 
Topics discussed will include structural genomics and genome sequencing; DNA sequencing 
methods and the story of the human genome project; genome annotation and gene finding; 
comparative genomics; functional genomics; epigenomics; transcriptomics; regulatory 
networks; and the cis-regulatory code. Furthermore, students will be introduced to the use 
of genomics techniques in medicine and will learn about methods used to analyse the 
proteome of an organism. 
 
 



Senior Sophister         Course Advisor: Prof C Cunningham cunninco@tcd.ie 
 
Module Structure  

Neuroscience 
Semester 1 (S1) Semester 2 (S2) 

Core Modules 
PGU44004 Neurophysiology II (5 credits) BIU44445 Neurochemistry II 5 credits) 
NSU44PH2 Neuropharmacology (5 credits) BIU44455 Neuroimmunology & 

Neurodegeneration 
 (5 credits) 

PSU34540* Neuropsychology: Social 
Neuroscience              (5 Credits) 

GEU44500 Neurogenetics (5 Credits) 

BIU44415 Research Literature skills**           
(5 credits) 

BIU44415 Research Literature skills**       
(5 credits) 

Capstone Project 
Laboratory project, incorporating literature review (20 credits) 

* The psychology-led module is subject to change on a yearly basis  
** The research literature skills are designed to take place entirely in semester 1 or split 
between semester 1 and 2 to allow the flexibility for us to choose the most appropriate 
Neuropsychology modules.  
 



PGU44004 Neurophysiology II. (S1)        5 credits 
Profs (* Coordinators): M Caldwell*, E Jimenez*, A Kelly, C Cunningham, A Dunne. 
This module is designed to explore the neurobiology of glia and assess the impact of glia on 
the function of the nervous system.  The first half of the module is designed to provide an 
understanding of stem cells and their differentiation into neural subtypes including glia. The 
concept of adult neurogenesis and the effect of exercise will also be discussed. This half of 
the module proceeds to provide an understanding of astrocytes and microglia and 
appreciate their ability to adopt different phenotypes.  The diverse roles of astrocytes and 
microglia will be considered.  We will compile practical examples of how astrocytes and 
microglia help to maintain homeostasis and respond to injury. Astrocytes are the most 
prevalent glial cell in the brain and the module will continue by exploring the many 
functions of astrocytes from the very well-defined role in providing metabolic support to 
neurons to the finding that astrocytes, like microglia, are active players in cerebral innate 
immunity.  The role of astrocytes in blood brain barrier function will be described and the 
impact of changes in its permeability will be considered in different scenarios. 
The second half of the module focuses on the physiological properties of neurons, synaptic 
transmission and synaptic plasticity. In particular, the module builds on knowledge acquired 
from PG3360 and describes, in-depth, biophysical membrane properties of neurons 
including membrane resistance and capacitance; time and length constants; ion fluxes and 
permeabilities and membrane potential, Nernst equilibrium potentials and the GHK 
equation for determining membrane potential; electrical properties of neurons; Hodgkin-
Huxley recording of the squid giant action potential and modern electrophysiological 
techniques; the quantal nature and probability of neurotransmitter release; molecular 
features of ion channels including conductance, selectivity filters and gating; integrative 
properties of neurons, dendrites, and dendritic conductance; spatial and temporal 
summation; synaptic plasticity mechanisms; neuronal and network functions, oscillatory 
networks, pacemakers, resonators and rebound activity. The module also describes 
methodology for investigating neuronal function e.g. current and voltage-clamping, patch-
clamping and optogenetics.  



NSU44PH2 Neuropharmacology (S1)    5 
credits   
  5 credits  
Prof A Harkin, Associate Prof (Pharmacology) School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical 
Sciences & Trinity College Institute of Neuroscience 
The aim of this module is to teach the principles of neuropharmacology and drug therapies 
for disorders of the central nervous system and includes lectures on the following topics.  
 

1. Depression and antidepressants 
2. Mood stabilizers – Lithium 
3. Anxiety disorders and anxiolytics 
4. Hypnotics 
5. Schizophrenia and antipsychotics 
6. Drug dependence – reward circuitry and drugs of abuse 
7. Anaesthetics - Local, General 
8. Epilepsy and anticonvulsants 
9. Pain – nociception, spinal and supra spinal pain pathways 
10. Narcotic analgesics and other CNS acting analgesics 
11. Parkinson’s disease and anti-Parkinsonian drugs 
12. Alzheimer’s disease and drug treatment of Alzheimer’s disease 
13. Brian ischemia and neuroprotection 

 
Students are provided with a list of additional recommended reading relating to these 
topics.  Overall the module comprises 25 lectures, 1 tutorial with 74 guided study hours.   



PSU34540 Social Neuroscience (S1)        5 credits 
Prof. Redmond O’Connell 
Social Neuroscience is one of the newest fields in Psychology and explores the neural 
systems underlying social behaviour. Emerging from a synthesis of ideas and methods from 
social psychology and neuroscience, social neuroscience seeks to broaden our 
understanding of human brain function beyond motor, perceptual and cognitive processes 
by elucidating the brain’s fundamental role in governing interpersonal relations. This effort 
has the potential to greatly improve our understanding of how the brain works and, at the 
same time, to refine theories of social processes. The course outlines the theoretical 
origins of the field, basic neuroanatomy and core methodologies including brain imaging 
techniques and behavioural paradigms. In addition, key areas that will be covered include 
how the brain enables processing of faces, emotions, theory of mind, prejudice and 
stereotypes, moral judgments and economic decision making.  In so doing, the course will 
highlight prominent disorders of social function, such as autism, and how limitations in 
seemingly ‘non-social’ cognitive abilities can greatly influence our social behavior.  Finally, 
the course will consider some of the ethical implications associated with our growing 
understanding of the neural determinants of interpersonal behaviour and the impact this 
knowledge can have on our notion of free will and responsibility.   

1. The Emergence of Social Neuroscience 
2. The Brain Imaging Revolution 
3. Reward and Motivation 
4. Disorders of Reward 
5. Emotion 
6. Faces 
7. Mirror Neurons 
8. Thinking about the self and others 
9. Identity, prejudice and stereotypes 
10. Neuroethics 
11. Neuroeconomics. 

 
BIU44415 Research Literature Skills (S1 & S2)      5 credits 
Profs C Cunningham, T Ryan, M Cunningham, D Loane 
(a) Tutorial and Journal Club presentations (semester 1) 
Students will have to comprehend, present and critically analyse research articles from high 
impact Neuroscience Journals. Each 2.5 hr session will be composed of 5-6 student 
presentations. Over the duration of this module, each student will be required to present 
two Journal articles, one chosen by a member of the academic staff, and the second chosen 
by the student.  The Journal articles chosen by the member of academic staff will be 
circulated to the class approximately 10 days in advance of the journal club.  We suggest 
that that journal article chosen by the student could be related to the topic of their Senior 
Sophister research project.  
(b) Tutorials and written assignment (semester 1).  
This course will also prepare students for an assignment that is focused on the 
comprehension and dissection of a journal article. This 3-hour assignment will take place 
near the end of semester 1. 

   



BIU44445 Neurochemistry II (S2)       5 credits 
Profs G Davey & D Loane 
This module will examine the neurochemistry of the brain in detail, with an initial focus on 
brain energy metabolism, including energy substrates for the brain, glucose and lactate 
transporters and the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis. The course will examine 
glucose-sensing neurons and describe the determinants of blood flow in the brain before 
discussing the pivotal role of mitochondria in brain energy metabolism. A detailed 
discussion of in vivo techniques for measuring neurotransmitter release will precede 
detailed discussion of classical and atypical neurotransmitters from glutamate and GABA 
(and drugs related to these neurotransmitters) to polyamines, melatonin, aspartate and glial 
transmitters such as D-serine, taurine and neuropeptides). 
The biochemical machinery of neurotransmission will be detailed, including the 
experimental approaches that underpin the SNARE hypothesis and neurotoxins that 
interfere with these processes. This will lead on to biochemical accounts of cholinergic 
signalling and voltage-gated versus ligand gated ion channels (focussing on nicotinic versus 
muscarinic receptors). This part of the module will go on to examine excitatory 
(glutamatergic) versus inhibitory (GABAergic, glycinergic) neurotransmission through an 
examination of receptor mechanisms and pharmacology before finishing on the many drug 
targets of the brain (from cannabinoid signalling to neurotransmitter transporters and the 
neurobiology of depression and anxiety. 
The last part of the module will focus on degenerative processes in the brain, leading with a 
focus on deficits in energy metabolism and their role in neuronal demise. A central example 
of this is provided by stroke, but the course will go on to examine the pathogenesis of 
neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s disease, 
with a focus on proteostasis, protein aggregation and reactive oxygen species and novel 
therapeutic approaches to combat these diseases.  
 
GEU44500 Neurogenetics (S2)         5 credits          
Profs K Mitchell & P Labrador 
a) Behavioural Genetics (Dr. K. Mitchell) 
This course will examine how genes influence behaviour through effects on cellular 
physiology and neuroanatomy.  More specifically, it will look at how variation in genes can 
cause variation in behaviour.  It will encompass the use of genetic approaches to dissect the 
cellular and biochemical components of complex behaviours in model organisms (worms, 
flies, mice) as well as the heredity of behavioural characteristics and psychiatric disorders in 
humans. Major topics include (examples of relevant psychiatric disorders are shown in 
parentheses): 1. Circadian rhythms and Sleep, 2. Addiction and appetite, energy balance, 3. 
Aggression, Social behaviour (Schizophrenia), 4. Sexual behaviour, 5. Anxiety (Depression), 
6. Learning and Memory, 7. Language, Handedness and Cerebral Asymmetry (Autism, 
Dyslexia), 8. Personality and Intelligence (Lack of), cognitive Genetics, Autism. 
 
b) Genetics of Neural Development (Dr. J.P. Labrador) 
This half of the module will examine how a developmental programme encoded in the 
genome directs the assembly of the nervous system, creating a remarkably stereotyped but 
highly plastic and responsive structure.  It will address how nervous tissue is set aside in the 
early embryo, how it becomes patterned, how individual cell types differentiate through the 
expression of different combinations of genes, and how these genes specify various 



properties that define each cell type: cell migration to the correct position, establishment of 
appropriate connections, electrical properties, neurotransmitter expression, etc. The course 
covers different aspects of nervous system development from neural induction to early 
steps of circuitry assembly. There is a focus on different genetic experimental methods 
employed to identify central mechanisms of nervous system development. We will use 
different models to explain processes and provide examples of networks and concepts. The 
emphasis will be on the conservation of signalling pathways in development of very diverse 
organisms. This will include Drosophila melanogaster, mouse as well as embryological 
studies in frogs and chick.  It will also cover a number of human genetic disorders associated 
with defects in these processes. 
The goal of this part of the module is to provide a concise and stimulating investigation of 
the field of Developmental Neurogenetics. Course lectures will explain different 
developmental processes of the nervous system, discuss the current issues and questions, 
and provide a framework for reading scientific literature. Each topic will be covered by one 
or more reviews and its study will be required for a successful completion of the course. 
Upon completion of this course students will not only understand the basic concepts but will 
understand the current challenges within each field of study. Students will gain an 
appreciation for the complexity of neural development at the cellular, molecular and 
genetic level. Upon completion, students should be able to approach any scientific literature 
related to this course. Different subjects covered include: Neural Induction, Neurogenesis, 
Neural stem cells, Temporal control of neuronal specification in Drosophila, Neuronal 
specification in vertebrates, Axon guidance genetics, Gradients in retinotectal mapping, 
Topographic mapping in the olfactory system 
 
BIU44455 Neuroimmunology & Neurodegeneration (S2)     5 credits 
Profs C Cunningham, D Loane (Dept. of Biochemistry & Immunology) 
This course will focus on bi-directional communication between the nervous and immune 
systems, the role of the immune system in neurodegenerative disease states and the ways 
in which systemic inflammation can impact upon brain behaviour and integrity. The second 
part of the module will provide and in-depth discussion of neuropathological features and 
common mechanisms of neurodegenerative disease states and the experimental 
neuropathological approaches (i.e. animal models) that are used to study them.   
Specifically, there will be an Introduction to the immune system & neurotransmitter and 
stress effects on immune system and an up to date discussion of the brain as an immune 
privileged organ, embracing multiple sclerosis and immune tolerance. Innate immunity and 
inflammation in CNS upon acute insults will be examined, with some attention to pathogen 
and damage associated molecular patterns and their corresponding pattern recognition 
receptors. In particular, microglial activation and neuroinflammation will be discussed in the 
context of sterile inflammation such as that caused by stroke, traumatic brain injury and 
spinal cord injury and the possibilities and obstacles for brain regeneration will be covered 
in that context. DAMP/inflammatory stimuli in the context of chronic neurodegeneration 
will also be examined and the additional impacts of systemic inflammatory on the normal 
(Sickness Behaviour) and diseased brain (delirium, psychosis) will be discussed alongside this 
role of inflammation in neurodegeneration. 
In the second half of the module, we will examine the neuropathological features, the 
genetic underpinning and the animal model approaches consequently used to study 
diseases like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, Motor Neuron and prion diseases. This 



part of the module will try to provide unifying hypotheses of neurodegeneration by focusing 
on common themes in neurodegeneration: protein aggregation, ubiquitin proteasome 
system, dysregulated autophagy, inflammation, Tau, RNA-binding proteins, mitochondrial 
dysfunction, axonal transport/dysfunction. 
 
NSU44490: Capstone Research Project (S1 & S2)      20 credits                                                       
Research Principal Investigators throughout Neuroscience Disciplines in TCD 
Students will conduct a 10-week research project in one of the Neuroscience research 
laboratories across campus, including those contributing to the Trinity College Institute of 
Neuroscience.  These researchers offer an enormous breadth of areas of specialisation from 
mitochondrial biology, to pluripotent stem cell culture, to animal models of disease right up 
to optogenetic dissection of memory processes and human EEG and MRI imaging studies. 
Among these diverse options there are many different types of ‘wet lab’ projects but also 
several different ‘dry’ projects that work with human subjects, with electrophysiological 
datasets, imaging datasets or studies in artificial intelligence/neural networks. There is 
simply no other moderatorship that offers this breadth of capstone projects.  
The research project is a major component of the Senior Sophister year comprising 33 % of 
the final year mark.  The project is assessed in a variety of ways: a comprehensive literature 
review, an oral presentation outlining the background to your project, the conduct and skill 
of the student during experimental work, a poster presentation outlining the major findings, 
and finally the written report (dissertation) of the project. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Learning Outcomes  
On successful completion of this moderatorship the student should be able to:  

• Describe the form and function of the central nervous system (CNS) and apply this 
anatomical knowledge to explain the normal function of CNS structures and regions 
in activities of daily life.  

• Demonstrate an understanding of the basic physiology, biochemistry and molecular 
biology of the multiple cell types of the brain: from the fundamental molecular 
processes of gene transcription, protein synthesis and energy metabolism to 
neuronal architecture, neuronal excitability and synaptic function and plasticity.  

• Describe how the genome directs a developmental programme to assemble the 
highly plastic and responsive nervous system and articulate how genetic variation 
influences behaviour through effects on cellular physiology and neuroanatomy. 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the principles of neuropharmacology and how this 
is applied to understand and develop drug therapies for disorders of the central 
nervous system.   

• Understand methodological approaches in modern neuroscience research and apply 
the data arising from these to explain the integrative functioning of the nervous 
system across functions including movement, perception, emotion and motivation, 
learning and memory, decision-making, homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity, sleep 
and consciousness. 

• Describe the major neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric conditions affecting the 
brain and articulate key cellular and molecular mechanisms thought to underpin 
these. 

• Critically read and interpret scientific articles, assessing experimental design and 
evaluating data and statistical methods as well as demonstrating the ability to 
communicate effectively with scientific communities and with society at large to 
articulate the impact and importance of neuroscience.  

• Demonstrate an ability to undertake original, independent neuroscientific research 
through the design and implementation of experimental laboratory or 
computational procedures, critical analysis and interpretation of experimental data 
and synthesis and interrogation of hypotheses in the completion of a research 
dissertation. 
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